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WHAT’S IN THE BOX?
Napa Cabbage: This is a
type of Chinese Cabbage that
is excellent either raw or just
gently cooked. I really like it
raw shredded into a nice cold
noodle salad with scallions
and a nice ginger/soy sauce.
Romanesco or Cauliflower: These are cousins. The
Romanesco is Green and is a
“fractal” vegetable that looks
like spirals within spirals.
Both can be used in just
about the same way. This,
oddly, is still some of the first
round of cauliflower that we began harvesting WEEKS ago. Strangely, it has not
been maturing evenly, as it usually does. The next round of cauliflower looks more
even and should be ready either next week or the following week. The cooler weather should make for some really nice heads.
Blue Lake String Beans: The first round of string beans are really fantastic.
They are crisp and really need just about no cooking. The plants seem to be setting
MASSIVE amounts of beans and we will do our best to keep them well picked so they
keep producing. This first round is 6 250’ rows…. So we will be spending LOTS of
time picking beans over the next month. Barring some disaster you should see beans
most weeks for the next month and a half.
Arcadia Broccoli : This round of broccoli is far superior to the last round. The
heads are very tender and sweet and the stems are edible nearly to the bottom.
Wrap this is a plastic bag if you will not be using it right away.
Scallion: Scallions are one of the foods that embody the flavor of spring-time for
me. They are oniony, yes, but they also taste very “green” to me, as well. There are

few things that are not made better with ample amounts of fresh chopped scallion
Beets (Full Shares): This round of beets was looking amazing until last week
when 4 deer got into the field and ate around half of them over night. For some reason the deer seem to LOVE beets. The next round is a week or so away.
Cucumber: At
last the cucumber
are starting to really come in. With a
little luck we will
have more and
more over the
course of the next
few weeks.
Slik Pik Summer
Squash and or
Sunburst Pattypan: The summer
squash has been
coming in strong
and we have been
really enjoying it
grilled. The small
ones can be grilled
whole over medium
coals and the bigger
ones can be cut into
wedges, coated I olive oil and a little salt, and grilled until tender. This is sooooo good!
Cilantro: Hopefully you are not one of the people who has the genetics that make
cilantro taste like soap! Cilantro is delicious chopped finely over just about anything. I made some cold sesame noodles last night with julienned kohlrabi, pac choi
and chopped cilantro.
Tomatoes: At last tomato season is just about here. The first handful of fruits are
maturing now and by next week there should be more… and then even more the following week. This week there is just a taste of either Taxi (the yellow tomato), Ore-

gon Spring (a Red Round type) or A
Marmara type (the lobed fruits),
Wonder Bell Green Pepper: The
green bells are also just starting to
mature and while there were only
enough to give everyone one this week,
there will be heavy yields of them over
the next two months. There are several other varieties of peppers coming as
well.

From the Fields
Folks,
Today is my father’s birthday
(his memory IS a blessing) and I
have been thinking about him all
morning as we have brought in the
harvest. He was a serious city guy,
and he probably thought, when I
first mentioned my interest in agriculture, that I was at least a little
nuts but, being the amazing father that he was, instead of sharing his concerns he immediately started asking questions and, particularly when we
talked about the problems that our current “mass” food system was creating
as unintended consequences of also providing the world with LOTS of really
cheap food, I could tell that he saw the connection between what I was doing
and with the values he (and my mother) raised me with. He was a Mathematician and a Systems Designer and, while ecology was not a major focus of
interest of his (while biology certainly was), he really liked that organic farming was a “systems” approach to farming and food production. He was a hug
proponent of concentrating on what “costs” in any system were being externalized and brushed under the rug and he deeply appreciated the slow and
methodical approach and the slow accumulation of data that made for both
good organic farms and good organic farmers. He died over 5 years ago and,

even though I had already been farming for over 15 years at the time, I still have
learned so many things about the way that things work on our farm and it always
seems odd not to have his ears to report my findings to. The other times I saw that
he really loved our farm was when we would walk around the fields and we would
pick fresh produce and pop it right in our mouths. There was a look that would
come across his face, an older man born and raised in urban NJ and a man who
mostly engaged in deeply intellectual ways with the world, that would always
touch me. He was not a person who naturally smiled a lot (aside from with his
grandchildren and daughters-in-law… or when he was trying to explain his latest
algorithm to me) but he would always close his eyes and grin, from ear to ear,
when a placed a hot cherry tomato, fresh from the vine, in his mouth.
The last few weeks have been busy and, quite frankly, fairly hard. I have been
worried about how things were maturing and the amount of work to do felt overwhelming. The boxes have been smaller than we hoped for and I was having a
hard time finding time to just smile and enjoy the work. Today, on his birthday, I
have been eating a little of each thing we harvest and I have been making sure to
take the time to enjoy it all. The day is beautiful and the crops, in reality, look
good. We are on the cusp of several crops coming in strong and I think that the
boxes will size up substantially next week (not that they are bad this week, in reality).
My best guess for next week:
Bags of Tomatoes, Peppers (maybe some red ones!), Eggplant, Green Beans, Head
Lettuces, Sweet Onions, Broccoli, Pac Choi, Green Cabbage, Cucumber, Squash,
Parsley, Basil.
With Gratitude,
Mike and Malena

